At the end of the world...

Name:

Connect the sentences:
The MMM Ortles is located at an altitude of 1900m,

… Messner tells about ice, glaciers, poles, avalanches, explorers and the snowman.

Here Reinhold

… should create the impression of standing in a crevasse.

The museum was planned by Arnold Gapp and

… right at the foot of the highest glacier in South Tyrol.

The farm which is located directly next to the museum

… is called “Yak and Yeti” and 400 years old.

Which work of art impresses
you the most? Think of adjectives to describe it.

Open the window in the wall.
Which thoughts go through your mind
listening to the roar of the avalanche?

Ask the
cashier if you
have any doubts

Can you find...
o this ice axe? It belonged to R _ _ _ _ _ P _ _ _ _ _
o the red tent? In which expedition
was it used by Reinhold Messner?

“The end of the world”-three polar regions are
defined like this. Which ones?
o North Pole, Greenland, Ortler Group
o South Pole, North Pole, Mount Everest
o Alaska, South Pole, Andes

There were 5 important polar
explorers. In the museum they are
depicted through portraits.
What are they called?
Roald A _ _ _ _ _ _
Robert Falcon S _ _ _ _
Ernest S _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Frank W _ _ _
Fridtjof N _ _ _ _ _

Solutions and other riddles on
http://www.messner-mountain-museum.it

In order to always have everything
under control during his expeditions
in Antarctica, Ernest Shackleton
always had binoculars with him. Did
you find them? Now draw some in
the suit case.

The Ortler is the highest peak in South Tyrol.
What was the highest mountain you
have been on so far?

The first ascent of the Ortler was an achievement
of Josef Pichler in 1804.

Can you hear
the crackling of the ice?
When can you hear it?

And now it gets interesting:
Where does the yeti live in the
museum? Draw it when you find it.
But be careful!
You have to approach
it carefully and
slowly, you might
scare him!

